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As a result of the further deepened economic restructuring，stock option，an 
effective incentive motivation to balance the interests between the owners and 
operators，to lower the agent commission，and to elevate the enterprise value，has its 
significance so highly recognized by the Chinese government that the Chinese 
enterprises are starting to explore and introduce it into practice。How to cope with the 
costs、expenses and equities related to stock options not only determines the 
acceptance and incentive of stock options as returns，but also has impact on the 
overall economic development。Based on the local and foreign practices and theories 
on stock options，the article tries to provide some solutions and suggestions about the 
accounting system for stock options in China through the researches on the 
recognition、measurement and disclosure of the stock options. 
 
The article generalizes the arguments and research results of the scholars and is 
in favor of expensing of stock options through analysis on the economic nature of 
stock options and its defects，advocates the application of fair value through 
discussions on the measuring attributes of some stock options and provides several 
practice alternatives for the enterprises by judging the pros and cons of the two major 
fair value measuring module, i.e. B/S and binary tree，and puts forward proposals on 
the information disclosure of stock options through introductions to the basic 
principles involved in disclosure.  
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 股票期权的激励过程可以分为赠与（Grant），授权（Vest ），行权（Exercise ）











































422 条的规定，而划分出激励性股票期权（Incentive Stock Option,  ISO）和非法
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